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ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTIVITY OF A PULSATINGPARAMAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS. I. Bastrukov a;b;*, D. V. Podgainy a, J. Yang ;d, F. Weber ea Joint Institute for Nulear Researh141890, Dubna, Mosow region, Russiab Asia Pai� Center for Theoretial PhysisPohang 790-784, South Korea Center for High-Energy Astrophysis, Ewha Womans UniversitySeoul 120-750, South Koread Center for High-Energy Physis, Kyungpook National UniversityDaegu 702-701, South Koreae Department of Physis, University of Notre DameIN 46556-5670, USASubmitted 10 June 2002The fat that neutron star matter possesses the apability of maintaining a highly intense magneti �eld hasbeen and still is among the most debatable issues in pulsar astrophysis. Over the years, there were severalindependent suggestions that the dominant soure of pulsar magnetism is either the �eld-indued or the spon-taneous magneti polarization of the baryon material. The Pauli paramagnetism of degenerate neutron matteris one of the plausible and omprehensive mehanisms of the magneti ordering of neutron magneti moments,promoted by a seed magneti �eld inherited by the neutron star from a massive progenitor and ampli�ed byits implosive ontration due to the magneti �ux onservation. Adhering to this attitude and based on theequations of magneto-elasti dynamis underlying ontinuum mehanis of single-axis magneti insulators, weinvestigate eletrodynamis of a paramagneti neutron star undergoing nonradial pulsations. We show that thesuggested approah regains a reent �nding of Akhiezer, Laskin, and Peletminskii [1℄ that the spin-polarizedneutron matter an transmit perturbations by low-frequeny transverse magneto-elasti waves. We found thatnonradial torsional magneto-elasti pulsations of a paramagneti neutron star an serve as a powerful generatorof a highly intense eletri �eld produing the magnetospheri polarization harge whose aeleration along theopen magneti �eld lines leads to the synhrotron and urvature radiation. Analyti and numerial estimatesfor periods of nonradial torsional magneto-elasti modes are presented and are followed by a disussion of theirpossible manifestation in urrently monitored ativity of pulsars and magnetars.PACS: 26.60.+, 26.50.+x, 52.35.Bj, 52.30.Db1. INTRODUCTIONReent years have seen resurgene of interest inthe magneti properties of neutron star matter [1�4℄and of the early advaned hypothesis that onsiderableontribution to the ultrastrong magneti �eld of theseompat objets an be attributed to spin polarizationof stellar material [5�8℄. This development alls into*E-mail: bast�thsun1.jinr.ru

question our understanding of the laws governing on-tinuum mehanis and marosopi eletrodynamis ofmagnetially ordered nulear matter. To the best of ourknowledge, the �rst signi�ant step in this diretion wasmade in [1℄, ited in the abstrat and hereafter referredto as the Akhiezer�Laskin�Peletminskii (ALP) model,advoating ferromagnetism of neutron stars. Usingequations of the magneto-hydrodynami type adoptedfrom marosopi eletrodynamis of ferromagneti di-eletris [9℄, it was shown that magnetially ordered915



S. I. Bastrukov, D. V. Podgainy, J. Yang, F. Weber ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002neutron matter an transmit perturbations by low-frequeny magneto-elasti waves along with the well-known high-frequeny spin waves typial of ferromag-neti solids [9�11℄. The observation of these osillatorymotions in urrently monitoring neutron stars is ru-ial, in our opinion, for unambiguous identi�ation ofthe permanent magnetism of stellar material. This at-titude motivates our present work, ontinuing investi-gations begun in [1℄, aimed at searhing harateristifeatures of eletromagneti ativity of neutron stars ow-ing its origin to nonradial magneto-elasti pulsations ofparamagneti neutron stars.The �ngerprints of the Pauli mehanism of the�eld-indued (nonspontaneous) spin polarization ofneutron star matter an be traed in the existing se-nario of the pulsar birth in a supernova event [12; 13℄.The atastrophi ollapse of the massive main sequenestar exhausting its nulear fuel implies that implosiveontration of a weakly magnetized massive star is a-ompanied by intensive neutronization of stellar mate-rial due to the inverse �-proesse+ p! n+ �eresponsible for fast ooling of pulsars [12℄. Beause thisura proess is ontrolled by the weak, parity violatinginteration, it is expeted that the magneti anisotropyaused by the presene of a seed magneti �eld intro-dues in the �nal produt of the ollapse a tremendousdi�erene between the number of neutrons with spinmagneti moments direted along the seed magneti�eld and those with oppositely direted spins, suh thatthe main body of the newly born neutron star mass de-velops a permanent magnetization of the paramagnetitype. The ampli�ation of the magneti �eld in thisproess is attributed to implosive ontration that pro-eeds with the preserved magneti �ux.Following this line of argument, we onsider the ho-mogeneous model of a paramagneti neutron star un-dergoing nonradial pulsations triggered either by theimplosive e�et of a supernova event or by gamma-bursting starquakes. In doing this, we utilize a some-what di�erent, as ompared to the ALP model, formof the marosopi equations governing the motionsof magnetially polarized neutron matter, adoptedfrom the marosopi eletrodynamis of single-axismagneto-elasti insulators [14℄. One of the purposesis to show that the proposed approah is interestingin its own right beause the ontinuum mehanis ofmagnetially polarized stellar matter is less studied inastrophysis ompared to magneto-hydrodynamis un-derlying our understanding of the motions of highlyondutive stellar matter threaded by a magneti �eld.

Di�erent aspets of this projet have been reported inproeedings of several reent onferenes [15�17℄, andour goal here is to bring them together in extendedfashion.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, themarosopi equations of the magneto-elasti dynam-is of spin-polarized nulear matter are introdued andthe dispersion equation for the wave transport of mag-netization is derived. Setion 3 presents a variationalalulation of the periods of nonradial torsional pul-sations of paramagneti neutron stars with emphasison the generation of the magnetospheri polarizationharge responsible for the radiation from the star; theobtained analyti estimates are quanti�ed using param-eters that are typial of radio pulsars and magnetars.The last setion provides a brief summary of the resultsobtained.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FORMAGNETO-ELASTIC DYNAMICSIn what follows, we assume, as in most of the worksited above, that permanently magnetized baryon mat-ter of a neutron star possesses properties of a degener-ate Fermi gas of neutrons ondensed by self-gravity tothe normal nulear density � = 2:8 � 1014 g�m�3. Todesribe the equilibrium state of spin-polarized neutronstar matter, we use a linear onstitutive equation in theform given in [18℄, M = �B; (2.1)where � > 0 stands for the average paramagneti sus-eptibility of homogeneous neutron star matter, whihis estimated to be � � 2�F at the normal nulear den-sity [5�8℄, where �F is the Pauli paramagneti susep-tibility of zero-temperature, degenerate, neutron Fermigas ompressed to the nulear density,�F = 32n�2n�F � 1:3 � 10�4;in (2.1), B denotes the fossil magneti �eld frozen inthe neutron star ore.The marosopi desription of motions of neutronstar matter in terms of the theory of ontinuous mediaimplies that the spae sale of material displaementsis muh larger than the spaing between baryons. Thebasi suggestion underlying ontinuum models of neu-tron star material is to identify the behavior of many-omponent spin polarized baryon matter with that ofthe spin-polarized neutron degenerate Fermi gas of the916



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002 Eletromagneti ativity of a pulsating paramagneti : : :equivalent density � subjeted to the standard ontinu-ity equation d�dt + � �vk�xk = 0: (2.2)Hereafter, d=dt = �=�t+ v � rstands for the onvetive derivative. The seond sug-gestion of partiular interest is to onsider the magne-tization �eld m(r; t) (magneti moment per unit vol-ume) as an independent dynamial variable of motion,on equal footing with the bulk density �(r; t) and theelasti displaement veloity v(r; t). Aording to [14℄,the distinguishing feature of mehanial behavior ofmagneto-elasti insulators is that the dynamis of theirintrinsi deformations is ontrolled by a driving foreoriginating from antisymmetri magneti stresses �ij(see also [19℄). The dynamial equation of magneto-elastiity is given by�dvidt = ��ik�xk �ik = 12 [mi Bk �mkBi℄ : (2.3)Thus, the antisymmetri form of the magneti stresstensor �ij exhibits a substantially non-Hookean ha-rater1) of magneto-elastiity, whih omes into playonly when the diretion of the loal magnetization mdeviates from the diretion of the equilibrium magneti-zation M. The onstitutive equation for the evolutionof m is given bydmidt = !ikmk; !ik = 12 ��vk�xi � �vi�xk� ; (2.5)where !ik is interpreted as the antisymmetri rate-of-deformation tensor [14℄.The above equations of dissipation-free magneto-elasti dynamis an be represented in the followingequivalent vetor form:d�(r; t)dt + �(r; t)r � v(r; t) = 0; (2.6)� dv(r; t)dt = 12�r� [m(r; t)�M℄; M = �B; (2.7)1) The linear elastodynamis of material displaements ui inan isotropi solid under pure shear deformations that are notaompanied by density �utuations is desribed by the Laméequation [20℄� �2ui�t2 = ��ik�xk ; �uk�xk = 0;�ik = 2� uik; uik = 12 ��uk�xi + �ui�xk� ; (2.4)where �ik is the symmetri tensor of elasti stresses, � is theshear modulus, and uik is the strain tensor.

dm(r; t)dt = [!(r; t)�M℄;!(r; t) = 12 [r� v(r; t)℄: (2.8)This form aentuates the fat that the magneto-elastidriving fore f(r; t) = r� � (r; t)in Eq. (2.7) is inextriably related to the magnetitorque density � (r; t) = 12 [m(r; t)�B℄;we again see that magneto-elasti e�ets manifestthemselves when the magnetization �eld m devi-ates from the diretion of the saturated magnetiza-tion M = �B. Equation (2.8) desribing di�eren-tial rotation of the magnetization about the magnetianisotropy axis is the standard equation of preessionunder whih the diretion ofm hanges but the magni-tude does not. It is noteworthy that similar equationshave reently been used in the study of the large-salemotions of a poorly onduting interstellar mediumpossessing properties of gas-based ferroolloidal softmatter onsisting of tiny ferromagneti solid grains sus-pended in a dense magnetially passive and eletriallyneutral �uid [22℄.2.1. Wave transport of magnetization inparamagneti neutron star matterApplying the standard linearization proedure toEqs. (2.6)�(2.8),v ! v0 + Æv(r; t); m!m0 + Æm(r; t);where v0 = 0; m0 =M = �B;we obtainr � Æv(r; t) = 0; r � Æm(r; t) = 0; (2.9)� �Æv(r; t)�t = 12�r� [Æm(r; t)�M℄; (2.10)�Æm(r; t)�t = 12[[r� Æv(r; t)℄ �M℄: (2.11)This set of oupled equations desribes transmissionof linear �utuations in inompressible spin-polarized917



S. I. Bastrukov, D. V. Podgainy, J. Yang, F. Weber ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002baryon matter that are not aompanied by the ap-pearane of the density of magneti poles (the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.9)). Substitution of the plane-wave form of the �utuating variablesÆv / exp(i!t�ik � r); Æm / exp(i!t�ik � r) (2.12)in (2.11) leads to the transversality onditionsk � Æv = 0; k � Æm = 0:Inserting (2.12) in (2.10) yields!�Æv = � 12�(k �M)Æm:After substitution of (2.12) in (2.11), we obtain that!Æm = �12[(k �M) Æv � k(Æv �M)℄:Taking the salar produt of the last equation withk 6= 0 and onsidering the above transversality on-ditions, we obtain Æv �M = 0:Given this, the link between the frequeny and the wavevetor in the magneto-elasti wave is de�ned by theoupled equations!�Æv + 12�(k �M)Æm = 0;!Æm+ 12(k �M) Æv = 0: (2.13)Eliminating (k �M), we �nd that magneto-elasti os-illatory motions satisfy the energy equipartition prin-iple � Æv22 = Æm22� ; (2.14)whih states that in the magneto-elasti wave, the ki-neti energy of �utuating elasti displaements equalsthe mean potential energy of �utuating magnetization.The ompatibility of Eqs. (2.13) leads to the dispersionrelation of the magneto-elasti wave,!2 = (k �M)24�� = �4� (k �B)2 = V 2M k2 os2 �; (2.15)where � is the angle between k andM. It is remarkablethat the speed of the wave transport of magnetizationVM = sMB4� (2.16)

in paramagneti neutron matter is proportional to theintensity of the fossil magneti �eld B; in ferromag-neti neutron matter, this speed is proportional to theintensity of the spontaneous magnetization M. Thisis noteworthy beause the magneto-elasti wave trans-port of magnetization is haraterized by a dispersion-free law, ! / k, in ontrast to spin waves that havequadrati dispersion in k, ! / k2. It is therefore ex-peted that under the ooling of paramagneti neutronstar, the temperature variation of the equilibrium mag-netization M(T ) follows the Curie lawM(T )B = �(t) / T�1;whih is due to the dispersion-free nature of magneto-phonons, instead of the Bloh lawM(0)�M(T )=M(0) / T 3=2for ferromagneti dieletris, whih is due to quadratidispersion of magnons.Deserving speial omment is the ase of the homo-geneous spherial mass of paramagneti matter, whihis obviously of partiular relevane for neutron stars.In the ase of the homogeneous spherial mass of (non-ferromagneti) magnetis, the internal magneti �eld isuniform and is expressed by the equationsB+ 2H = 0and B = H+ 4�M;whih imply that B = 8�3 M;see, for instane, Ref. [21, � 76, problem 2℄, where itis emphasized that the latter equations hold for solelynonferromagneti materials. Substituting this lattervalue of B in (2.16), we �ndVM = s2�3 M2� :This form of the speed of the magneto-elasti wave isvery similar to that found in [1℄. On this ground, we anonlude that magneto-elasti waves is a feature generito the permanent magnetization of neutron star mat-ter of both ferromagneti and paramagneti types. Forondensed media possessing a highly pronouned prop-erty of magneti polarizability, the onsidered magneto-elasti dynami wave has the same physial signi�ane918



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002 Eletromagneti ativity of a pulsating paramagneti : : :as the Alfvén magneto-hydrodynami wave does for in-ompressible magnetoative plasma.Quantitatively, the speed of a magneto-elasti wavein paramagneti neutron matter ompressed to the nor-mal nulear density with the magneti �eld strengthB � 1012�1014 (m/s)�G, typial of pulsars and mag-netars, falls into the interval 105 < VM < 106 m/s; foromparison, the speed of the zero-temperature longitu-dinal sound wave iss =rv2F3 � 109 m/s:The transverse magneto-elasti wave is therefore aslowly propagating exitation in spin-polarized neutronstar matter possessing properties of the degenerateparamagneti Fermi gas of neutrons.3. NONRADIAL MAGNETO-ELASTICPULSATIONS OF A PERMANENTLYMAGNETIZED NEUTRON STARThe purpose of the remainder of this paper is toeluidate the harater of mehanial distortions of aneutron star aused by strong oupling between �utu-ations of the loal magnetization and material displae-ment and their e�et on eletromagneti ativity of aparamagneti neutron star. In doing this, we fous onnonradial magneto-elasti pulsations, whih are of par-tiular interest in pulsar astrophysis [23�25℄. Cirum-stantial evidene for the neutron star pulsations is theoherene of milliseond miropulses inferred in [26℄.The eigenfrequenies of nonradial magneto-elastipulsations an be omputed on the basis of the energyvariational priniple. The starting point of this methodis the energy balane equation��t Z �Æv22 dV = Z [Æm�B℄ � Æ! dV;Æ! = 12[r� Æv(r; t)℄; (3.1)whih is obtained by taking the salar produt of (2.10)with Æv and integrating by parts over the star volume;the surfae integral is then dropped beause the rustalmaterial of a neutron star possesses properties of a mag-netoative solid-state plasma in whih the magneti or-dering e�ets are heavily suppressed. The left-handside of (3.1) exhibits a substantially rotational har-ater of motions aompanying magneto-elasti pulsa-tions of a permanently magnetized neutron star. The

next step is to use the fatorized representation of theveloity and vortiity �eldsÆv(r; t) = a(r) _�(t); Æ!(r; t) = �(r) _�(t);�(r) = 12 [r� a(r)℄; (3.2)where a(r) is the �eld of instantaneous displaementsand �(t) de�nes the temporal evolution of �utuations.Inserting (3.2) in (2.11) and eliminating time deriva-tives, we obtainÆm(r; t) = �(r)�(t);�(r) = [�(r) �M℄ = 12[[r� a(r)℄ �M℄: (3.3)Substitution of (3.2) and (3.3) in (3.1) leads todHdt = 0; H = M _�22 + K�22 ! ��+ !2� = 0;!2 = KM : (3.4)where the inertia M and the sti�ness K of magneto-elasti vibrations are given byM = Z � a2 dV;K = ��1 Z �2 dV = 14� Z [[r� a℄�M℄2 dV: (3.5)Thus, omputing the frequeny of the magneto-elastimode requires spei�ng the �eld a of instantaneous dis-plaements that have the di�erentially rotational har-ater, as follows from the expression for the oe�ientK of the restoring fore of magneto-elasti pulsations.3.1. Comments on nonradial elasti pulsationsof a solid starThe eigenmodes of neutron stars assoiated with de-formation properties of inompressible baryon material,highly robust to mehanial distortions, an be spei-�ed, as was �rst suggested in [23℄, by spheroidal andtorsional modes of shear elasti vibrations of a solidsphere. This terminology is due to Lamb [27℄, who�rst takled the latter problem and gave its solutionfor substantially radial spheroidal and torsional elas-ti vibrations of a solid sphere (see, e.g., [28℄). In themeantime, the ase of nonradial pulsations, whih is ofpartiular interest in the astrophysis of ompat stars,has not been onsidered in the literature on elastiityand therefore deserves a speial analysis. Essentially,the problem is as follows. From lassial equations of919



S. I. Bastrukov, D. V. Podgainy, J. Yang, F. Weber ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002elastodynamis (2.4), it follows that the �eld of mate-rial displaements u(r; t) = a(r)�(t)orresponding to standing elasti waves of pure shearsatisfying the Helmholtz equationr2u+ k2u = 0:Clearly, this equation holds for the solenoidal �eld ofinstantaneous displaements,r2a+ k2a = 0;where k2 = !2=2tand 2t = �=�is the speed of elasti shear waves in solid bulk. Thepoloidal solutionap = Ap(L)r�r� [r jL(kr)PL(z)℄desribes even-parity spheroidal modes. The toroidalsolution at = At(L)r� [r jL(kr)PL(z)℄desribes odd-parity torsional modes; hereafter, jL(kr)is the spherial Bessel funtion and PL(z) (z = os �)is the Legendre polynomial of the multipole degree L.General properties of solenoidal vetor �elds, both thetoroidal and the poloidal ones, an be found in [29℄.The arbitrary onstants and the frequenies of thesemodes are ustomarily found from the boundary on-dition of a stress-free surfae,nk�ik jr=R = 0(where ni are omponents of the unit vetor normalto the surfae), whih leads to a transendent dis-persion equation whose roots are determined by thenodal struture of Bessel funtions. In the ase of low-frequeny nonradial substantially long wavelengths,�!1, with k = !=t = 2�=�! 0;the Helmholtz equation of standing shear waves is re-dued to the vetor Laplae equation for the solenoidal�eld of elasti displaements,r2a = 0; r � a = 0: (3.6)

The poloidal and toroidal solutions of (3.6) are givenby [24℄ap = Np(L)r�r� [r rL PL(z)℄ == Np(L+ 1)r rL PL(z) (3.7)at = Nt(L)r� [r rL PL(z)℄: (3.8)From the standpoint of Lamb's solutions for the �eldsof displaements, the spherial Bessel funtion jL(kr)determining the radial dependene of a(r; �) asymptot-ially tends in the long wavelength limit to the funtionrL that has no nodes in the interval 0 < r < R; fromthis, the term nonradial vibrations is derived. The fre-quenies of nonradial shear modes an be omputedfrom the above expanded energy variational priniple.Taking the salar produt of Lamé equation (2.4) withui(r; t) = ai(r)�(t)and integrating over the volume, we obtainM ��+K� = 0; M = Z � ai ai dV;K = �4 Z � �ai�xj + �aj�xi�2 dV: (3.9)Substituting in (3.9) the poloidal and the toroidaldisplaement �elds in respetive Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8)allows us to analytially express the respetive fre-quenes of nonradial spheroidal and torsional shearmodes !s(L) and !t(L) of a spherial mass of an elastisolid through the multipole degree L as!s(L) = !E [2(2L+ 1)(L� 1)℄1=2;!t(L) = !E[(2L+ 3)(L� 1)℄1=2; !E = tR; (3.10)where !E = [�=(�R2)℄1=2 is the natural unit of fre-queny of elasti shear vibrations. Equations (3.10)were obtained in reent works [30℄ in a somewhat dif-ferent ontext. The goal of this short omment wasto demonstrate the e�ieny of the energy variationalpriniple in the study of nonradial vibrations, whih al-lows omputing the frequeny of both the even-paritys-mode and the odd-parity t-mode of the solid sphereon an equal footing. It is also noteworthy that theproblem of inertial waves in a uniformly rotating solid,whih, in our opinion, is of partiular interest in thestudy of pulsations of rotating neutron stars, was onlyreently onsidered and solved in [31℄.The fat that spin-polarized neutron matter antransmit perturbations by transverse waves indiates920



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002 Eletromagneti ativity of a pulsating paramagneti : : :that the magneti �eld penetrated into the body of thestar imparts to stellar material a supplementary por-tion of elastiity generi to solids. In omputing pe-riods of nonradial magneto-elasti pulsations of a per-manently magnetized neutron star, it therefore seemsnatural to use the �elds of instantaneous displaementsorresponding to nonradial spheroidal and torsionalshear vibrations of a solid sphere. In doing this, we notethat the poloidal vetor �eld assoiated with spheroidalnonradial pulsations is irrotational,r� ap = 0:This implies that a paramagneti neutron star does notsupport nonradial spheroidal pulsations (beause theoe�ient of the restoring fore K in Eq. (3.5) van-ishes), but solely supports nonradial torsional shearpulsations oupled with �utuations in magnetization.3.2. Periods of torsional magneto-elastipulsationsUnder the global nonradial di�erentially rotationalvibrations of a neutron star, the veloity �eld of tor-sional material displaements is desribed by [24, 25℄Æv(r; t) = _u(r; t) = at(r) _�(t) == 12[Æ!(r; t)� r℄;Æ!(r; t) = NtrrL PL(z) _�(t): (3.11)The onstant Nt is eliminated from the boundary on-ditionÆv��r=R = 12[
(t)�R℄; 
(t) = _�(t)rPL(z);as Nt = 1RL�1 : (3.12)The dipole �eld, with L = 1, orresponds to the rigid-body rotation of the star, beause the angular ve-loity beomes a homogeneous vetor. The di�eren-tially rotational deformations of the star orrespond-ing to quadrupole, L = 2, and otupole, L = 3, over-tones of nonradial torsional pulsations are illustratedin Fig. 1. In spherial polar oordinates, the ompo-nents of the toroidal �eld of instantaneous displae-ments at(r) in the star undergoing torsional nonradialpulsations about polar axis are given byar = 0; a� = 0;a� = NtrL(1� z2)1=2 dPL(z)d� : (3.13)

Computed with this �eld, the parameter of inertia as afuntion of the multipole degree of vibration is given byM(L) = Z �a2tdV = 4��R5 L(L+ 1)(2L+1)(2L+3) : (3.14)It is easy to see that at L = 1, this parameter equalsthe moment of inertia of rigid sphere,M(L = 1) = 25MR2;where M = 4�3 �R3is the star mass.In the general ase, the diretion of the equilibriummagneti anisotropy M an be tilted to the polar axisabout whih the torsional pulsations of the star our,Mr = M �(1� z2)1=2 os� sin� + z os��;z = os �;M� = M [z os� sin� � (1� z2)1=2 os��;M� = �M sin� sin�; (3.15)where � is the inlination angle between the polar axisz and the vetor M. After simple, but fairly tediousalulation of integrals, we obtain the following analytiform of the sti�ness:K(L) = 14� Z [[r� at℄�M℄2 dV == �MBR3L(L2 � 1)(L+ 1)4L2 � 1 �� os� �1 + 3L� 12(L� 1) tg �� : (3.16)The frequeny of a nonradial torsional magneto-elastimode is given by!2(L) = !2M (L2 � 1)2L+ 32L� 1 os� �� �1 + 3L� 12(L� 1) tg �� ; !2M = V 2MR2 ; (3.17)where !M is the natural unit of frequeny and VM == [MB=4�℄1=2 is the speed of the magneto-elasti wavein bulk. This mode an be onsidered as a magneto-elasti ounterpart of Walker's mode for spherial ho-mogeneous mass of a ferromagneti solid [11℄. For theadopted onstitutive equation of paramagneti matterB = ��1M , this frequeny is given by!2M = M24��R2 : (3.18)921
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Fig. 1. Geometrial illustration of torsional deformations of a neutron star undergoing quadrupole (left) and otupole (right)nonradial pulsationsFor an ideal homogeneous magneti sphere, withB = (8�=3)M , this frequeny is given by!2M = 2�3 M2�R2 : (3.19)The orresponding period is PM = (2�!M )�1. Thismode, whih is said to be the magneto-torsional orm=tmode in what follows, is unique to the permanent mag-netization of neutron star matter and is an axial orabnormal parity mode. In the ase where � = 0 (themodel of the aligned magneti torsator), the frequenyof the m=t mode is given by!(L) = !M [(L2 � 1)(2L+ 3)=(2L� 1)℄1=2(see [16℄). This equation implies that the asymptotishortening of the period P (L) = (2�!(L))�1 as L!1

is inversely proportional to the multipole degree of vi-brations, P (L) / 1=L. On the other hand, this indi-ates the lengthening of periods as the multipole degreeof vibration L dereases. It seems quite plausible thatunder the implosive e�et of a supernova event or star-quake, the permanently magnetized ore of the nasentneutron star an show a highly restless osillatory be-havior haraterized by su�iently large values of L,whereas a mature objet beomes quieter and its tran-sition to lower overtones of magneto-elasti pulsationsis aompanied by lengthening of periods.3.3. Appliation to pulsars and magnetarsTo estimate the timing of magneto-elasti pulsa-tions, we here evaluate periods of the m=t mode for922
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Fig. 4. Cross-setion of the paramagneti neutron star struture aording to expeted eletromagneti properties of stellarmatterand as �!1, the last equation beomes2)2) Equation (3.22) has the same physial meaning as the equa-tion E = �1 [u�B℄; u = 12 [! � r℄;in the Goldreih�Julian theory [32℄ of pulsar magnetosphere re-sulting from the perfet ondutivity ondition � ! 1 in theOhm law: j = ��E+ 1 [v �B℄� :
ÆE = �8�3 [Æv �M℄; Æv = 12[Æ! � r℄: (3.22)Identifying the angular veloity magnitude with thefrequeny of magneto-torsional pulsations, we �ndthe intensity of equatorial eletri �eld E � 1010�1012 P�1 � V � m�1. This �eld pulls o� the hargedpartiles from the star surfae and aelerates themalong the open magneti �eld lines frozen into the neu-tron star; the eletri fore Fe � eE is muh greater924



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 5 (11), 2002 Eletromagneti ativity of a pulsating paramagneti : : :than the Newtonian fore of gravitational attrationFg � mg: the ratio Fe=Fg � 108�1010. The densityof the resultant magnetospheri polarization harge isgiven byÆ� = 14�r � ÆE = � 43(Æ! �M): (3.23)Numerially, the partile density of the polarizationharge Æn = jÆ�=ej is of the order 10�2B � P�1M �m�3.We an expet that magneto-elasti pulsations ausingperiodi �utuations of the open magneti �eld linesfrozen into the star ore should a�et the eletromag-neti (synhrotron and/or urvature [39℄) radiation byperiodi deviations of the beam diretion. For neutronstars with the magneti �eld intensity typial of radiopulsars, the above periodiity manifests itself as a longperiodi modulation of the main pulse train. In searh-ing for this e�et, the satellite-based telesopes seemto be more promising, beause proper rotation of theEarth highly limits the monitoring time of radio pulsarsby stationary Earth-based telesopes. Understandably,this disussion is suggestive rather than onlusive.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONWhile the magneti �ux onservation in the pro-ess of ontration of the main sequene star, preditedin [40℄, serves as a su�iently reliable guide in esti-mating the surfae magneti �eld for both pulsars andmagnetars, the eletrodynamis of neutron star matterresponsible for the long-term stability of suh highlyintense �elds remains one of the hallenges in astro-physis of ompat stars (e.g., [41℄). One of the plau-sible explanations is that the fossil magneti �eld of aollapsed massive star, ampli�ed by proesses of atas-trophi implosion, resides in the star interior by aus-ing strong spin polarization of baryon matter in theneutron star ore suh that the main body of the neu-tron star mass omes into gravitational equilibrium inthe state of permanent magnetization promoted by thePauli paramagnetism. The resultant struture of theparamagneti neutron star relevant to this senario,pitured in Fig. 4, is thought of as a dense magnetiore (omposed of spin-polarized baryon matter) ov-ered by a magnetoative solid-state plasma (omposedof highly mobile eletrons and the rystallized stru-ture of immobilized protons and nulei). It is note-worthy that the presene of a magneti ore providesa natural justi�ation of the magnetoplasma proesses

in the neutron star rust like Alvfén waves [42℄ andhelions [43℄.To explore harateristi features of eletromag-neti ativity of a neutron star owing its origin tothe permanent magnetization of stellar material,we have onsidered a highly idealized model of ahomogeneous paramagneti star undergoing globalnonradial magneto-elasti pulsations. Highlighted aremagneto-elasti dynamis equations adopted from themarosopi theory of poorly onduting magnetis; itwas shown that this theory an be e�iently utilizedin the study of motions of permanently magnetizedstars assoiated with large-sale transport of magne-tization in an inompressible magnetially orderedstellar matter. What is newly dislosed here is thata permanently magnetized neutron star an supporttorsional nonradial magneto-elasti pulsations gen-erating the eletri �eld responsible for the neutronstar magnetosphere. The net outome of this paperis that the paramagneti magnetization of neutronstar matter is not inonsistent with the availabledata on eletromagneti ativity of both pulsars andmagnetars.The authors are grateful to Profs. M. G. Park,M. Van Putten, and C. H. Lee for disussion ofsome problems onsidered in this paper and to Prof.S. A. Hayward for ritial reading of the manusript.This projet is partly supported by a Korea ResearhFoundation (grant 2001-041-D00052) and the RFBR(grant 00-02-26112).REFERENCES1. A. I. Akhiezer, N. V. Laskin, and S. V. Peletminskii,JETP 82, 1066 (1996).2. M. Kutshera and W. Wójik, Ata Phys. Pol. B 27,2277 (1996).3. P. Haensel and S. Bonazzola, Mon. Not. R. Astron.So. 314, 1017 (1996).4. M. Kutshera, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 307, 784(1999); T. Tatsumi, Phys. Lett. B 489, 280 (2000).5. D. H. Brownell and J. Callaway, Nuovo Cim. Lett. B60, 169 (1969); S. D. Silverstein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 23,139 (1969); M. J. Rie, Phys. Lett. A 29, 637 (1969).6. J. W. Clark and N.-C. Chao, Nuovo Cim. Lett. 2,185 (1969); J. W. Clark, Phys. Rev. Lett. 23, 1463(1969); E. Ostgaard, Nul. Phys. A 154, 202 (1970);925
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